FENG SHUI AND GEOPATHOLOGY PART 3

EMF
RADIATION
MODERN MANMADE SHA QI AROUND US

The next topic we will bring up is EMF (Electromagnetic Field) radiation. Many of us are aware of the so-called manmade sha
qi: electricity, power lines, radio towers, etc. However only a few Feng Shui practitioners really understand and apply these on
their feng shui analysis. We need to first understand why they are harmful, what are the various types of EMF radiation and
how to avoid or counter them, in order to maximise our Feng Shui result

When it comes to EMF radiation, the first question
people will ask is: “What exactly is dangerous? We
have them everywhere nowadays!” Indeed, but when
it comes to subtle energy, as Feng Shui practitioners
we also must remember that these waves are not
natural for human either. When Feng Shui was
invented thousands of years ago, there was no
electricity. Imagine what our forefathers would say
about wifi and powerlines! The best way to start is by
looking at the wave diagrams on the right, showing
the various wavelengths of electromagnetic
spectrum. Each of these waves will have certain
negative effects to us, especially when we are
exposed for a long period of time

WHAT ARE THE TYPES OF EMF RADIATION?
LOW/ EXTREMELY LOW FREQUENCIES
This is the logic: if in Feng Shui we believe that a piece of 6 coins metal can somehow
interfere with our destiny, what makes us think that a low watt lamp or currents next to
our head when we sleep cannot interfere our brain? Many low or extremely low waves
are actually more harmful to us than we think, simply because our body and nerve
systems also operate on low frequencies (more interference). They mess up the
signals our brain is giving to the various organs and hormones. Studies shows that
eggs being radiated with 0.9 megawatts currents produced deformed chicks.
No doubt we are surrounded by electricities everyday and our human bodies have
slowly adapted to it over the years. However we have to be careful of simple everyday
things that can be our ‘energy vampire’, such as constant body exposures to running
electricity when we sleep and work. When we have clients who are in bad luck and
bad health yet sleep and work while surrounded by so many electronic items, surely as
Feng Shui practitioners we need to highlight this to them.

HIGH FREQUENCIES
High frequencies are perceived as dangers in our bodies. Our human ears cannot hear
them but our cells can. The glands and hormones are under stress because they are
producing adrenalines and alertness as if we are in danger, when it is all just false alarm.
This is called ‘subliminal stress’: a stressful situation we are not even aware of. This is the
main reason why our energy is depleted very easily at certain places nearby radio/
communication towers, sit next to our wifi router, or use our smartphones for too long.
The higher the frequencies, the more stressful they are to our bodies and the worse they
become energy vampires. One fine day, our immune systems will break down due to too
many false alarms to respond to, thus the sharp rise of auto immune diseases in modern
society.
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AMPLIFYING EFFECTS
Given the many worrying source of EMF radiations around us, it is only made worse
by our manmade environments. Gone are the days of natural lmaterials with bricks
and clays. Our apartments and houses are enclaved with steel structures, which
further amplify the radiating EMF waves around us. Many of our bedframes are metal,
and not to mention the spring mattress which consists of hundreds of little antennas!
As Feng Shui practitioners we need to be aware of this electromagnetic interference
effects as well to our audits when it comes to our compass measurement.

WAYS TO REDUCE EMF RADIATION EXPOSURES
While we cannot pack our bags and move to the jungle, there are ways we can do to help
reduce EMF radiation exposures in everyday life .
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If nothing else, sleeping area should be our main priority. Always clear the room as
much as possible from electronic items: at least 1-2 metres away from bedhead. Feng
Shui also recommends no TV and computers inside bedroom as ideal situation.

Always check behind the wall of the bedhead. You’d be surprised how some people
sleep with tv, fridge, or stove behind their head for years! For this reason Feng Shui
does not recommend kitchen adjacent to bedhead wall either, due to possible high
electromagnetic influence. Double check especially when the client is sickly, has
sleeping problems or feels agitated easily.
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Aim to have natural materials for your bed such as wooden bedframe, cotton sheet
and latex mattress as opposed to spring ones. Be careful with hidden wiring on your
bedhead as designers nowadays aim to go fancy on the bedroom wall decorations. If
possible, have a one-switch system for your bedroom so that you can turn off most
electricity currents in one go before you sleep. It will help save money too!

Always stay away from your wifi router and cordless phone at night during your
sleeping time. If possible, turn your wifi off. The same goes for your smartphones: do
not put them next to your pillow every night! Those are fierce energy vampires that will
deplete you the whole night and make it impossible for you to have a restful sleep.
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At the workplace, sitting next to switchboard or routers can be a problem especially
when we are in the middle of bad luck. Sometimes we also sit at certain spot where
we feel drained easily or cannot think properly; it could be a sign that we are on top or
underneath hidden electricity wiring. It is worth moving around and see if we feel
better at other positions in the cubicle. Minimum contact with bluetooth items such as
mouse or handsfree can also help improve your energy level

Lastly, scan the environment more thoroughly to see presence of towers or satellite
dish nearby the house. Often times it is worth moving bedroom to be a little bit further
away from those when we are sickly.
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I-Ching, the book of Change, is the underlying principle of Feng Shui. Therefore Feng Shui, above all, must be a dynamic
discipline. The principle is the same but the application must be constantly reviewed and flexible enough to cater modern day
circumstances. In this hi-tech era, talking about EMF radiation as modern day Sha Qi is an endless topic indeed. As Feng
Shui practitioners however, it is our responsibility to help improve the environment to be condusive for the occupants’ well
being. Although we cannot solve every problems and avoid everything, being aware and do a few things to minimize the
effects will make a lot of difference already. This shows that we understand and apply the true nature of Feng Shui principle: a
dynamic solution for harmonious living with the environment.
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